
Mercury Verado 400 HP

$70,836.00

Description
MercuryÂ® 5.7L V10 400hp VeradoÂ® outboard continues the legendary Verado engine familyâ€™s legacy of providing premium marine

performance. With the strength of the industryâ€™s first V10 naturally aspirated powerhead, they deliver extraordinary power and capabilities so you

can confidently explore beyond the horizon. Take command of the water with innovative SmartCraftÂ® technologies and advanced digital controls that

make boating effortless. Exceptionally smooth, quiet and refined, Verado outboards transform your boating experience.  

Lightweight & Efficient  

V10 Verado outboards are calibrated to deliver full performance on Regular Unleaded (91 RON) fuel, with efficiency-enhancing features such as a

closed-loop fuel system and Advanced Range Optimization (ARO) that help extend your range. A durable aluminium engine block and weight-saving

cowl materials further enhance performance by minimizing weight on the transom  

Quiet & Smooth  

Industry-leading technologies that minimize noise, vibration and harshness ensure that V10 Verado outboards deliver an unsurpassed boating

experience that delights the senses without overpowering them. At idle, cruise and wide-open throttle, they're quieter than all other outboards in their

class.  

Thrilling Speed & Acceleration  

V10 Verado outboards shift your expectations of what high-horsepower performance feels like. They come to life with impressively responsive power,

propelling you forward to sensational top speeds. Whether youâ€™re heading to the sandbar or racing for offshore fishing grounds, youâ€™ll get

there quickly and enjoy more time to explore.  

Verado Advantage  

Legendary Power: Even with heavy loads or in tough conditions, V10 Verado outboards barely break a sweat. Their impressive 5.7 litres of

displacement make easy work of propelling heavy vessels.  

Versatile Performance: V10 Verado outboards were meticulously designed so they can mount on 26-inch centres, allowing you to fit more power on

the transom or easily repower a wide range of popular boat types.  

Smoother and Quieter: Like all Verado outboards, the V10 models are precision tuned to minimize noise and distraction and provide the ultimate

luxury boating experience.   

Corrosion Resistance: Advanced alloys. Durable coatings. Sealed electronics. Easy-to-use freshwater flush system. Verado outboards come packed
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with premium corrosion-preventive technology that enables them to stand up to the most demanding marine environments.    	 		

 			Horsepower 			 			

400 			 			  		  	 	 		

 			Engine type 			 			 				V10 			 			 			  		  		

 			Displacement (CID/CC) 			 			 				349 CID 			 			 			  		  		

 			Displacement (L) 			 			 				5.7 			 			 			  		  		

 			Cylinder Configuration 			 			 				V10 			 			 			  		  		

 			Full throttle RPM 			 			 				5800-6400 			 			 			  		  		

 			Alternator amp / Watt 			 			 				150 amp 			 			 			  		  		

 			Starting 			 			 				Electric Start with SmartStart Protection 			 			 			  		  		

 			Steering 			 			 				Electro-hydraulic power steering 				Joystick Piloting for Outboards 			 			 			  		  		

 			Shaft length 			 			 				20" / 508 mm 				25" / 635 mm 				30" / 762 mm 				35" / 889mm 			 			 			  		  		

 			Gearcase ratio 			 			 				2.08:1 			 			 			  		  		

 			Dry weight *Lightest model available 			 			 				695 lbs / 316 kgs 			 			 			  		  		

 			Trim system 			 			 				Power trim and tilt 			 			 			  		  	  
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